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1 Introduction

A number of works have shown that planning can be speeded up, often very significantly, by
utilizing extra domain knowledge [KM81, BK00, BK96, KS98, SK98, DK99, Rei99, NCLMA99,
vBC99]. The question that immediately arises is “where does this extra information come from?”

We have gained considerable experience with utilizing extra domain information in a planner
through implementing numerous planning domains in the TLPLAN system [BK00]. The TLPLAN

system is a planning system specifically constructed to utilize extra domain knowledge. In fact, the
underlying planning algorithm is very simple—a simple forward chaining engine. Hence almost
all of TLPLAN’s performance is due to the extra domain knowledge it utilizes.

We have noticed that a number of systematic principles can be applied to uncover extra domain
knowledge, and that once one has developed an intuitive feel for these principles it becomes quite
easy to identify and write down useful extra domain knowledge.

Some of these principles seem to involve proofs by induction, at which people can be quite
accomplished but which seem to be difficult to automate. Nevertheless, other principles seem to
involve much simpler reasoning.

In this paper we present an idea that we are working on that appears to have considerable
potential for generating non-inductive domain knowledge. We formalize the idea and show how it
can be used in various ways to compute extra domain knowledge.
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2 Inner and Outer Boundaries of Literals

We start with a specification of the actions available in a domain, and the assumption that these
actions are the only mechanisms for changing a state. We want to compute extra information from
the specification of the actions (and the fact that the action specification is complete) that can be
used to speedup planning.

This problem has been examined before. There have been typically two different kinds of
approaches. Approaches based on learning, e.g., [Min88, Kha97], and approaches based on rea-
soning, e.g., [Etz93, PS93, GS96, FL98, GS98]. The latter approaches have typically employed the
solution to the frame problem that is implicit in the STRIPS representation of actions: fluents only
change when they appear on the add or delete list of an action. Using this property these works
have typically used graph constructions to compute state invariants, operator reachability, etc. Our
approach is based on similar ideas, and has been strongly influenced by this previous work.

We introduce the notion of inner and outer boundaries of literals. This notion is implicit in
many of the graph based constructions of previous works. A key contribution is to make this notion
explicit. In this way we can formally characterize the notion, develop algorithms that soundly
compute boundary formulas,1 and gain deeper insights into how boundary information can be
used.

We start with a literal � (assume for now that the literal is ground, i.e., it contains no variables).
� characterizes a set of states �: �� � � �� ��, those states in which � holds.

Now consider those states �� that do not satisfy �, but at which there is an action � that can
transform �� to a state � in which � does hold: the states �� are one action “away from �”. This
process can be continued, and it is clear that there may be states that are two, three, or more
actions, away from a state satisfying �.

We do not want to deal with just ground literals however, as in general ground literals are only
available on a problem by problem basis as we specify the initial and goal states. We want to do our
reasoning once and for all using just the domain actions, in this way we can simply instantiate our
computed knowledge at plan time to deal with the initial and goal states of the particular problem.
To this end we make the following definitions:

Definition 2.1 Given a literal � containing some free variables and an (any) instantiation � for
these variables, we define the outer boundaries of � to the formulas characterized by the following
sets:

� �� ����� � � � �� � ��� �� �� ��

� �� ����� � � � �� � ��� �� �� ������ � 	��� �
��Poss���� �� � �� � ����� � ���� �� �� �����

...

� �� ����� � � � �� � ��� �� ��
����

���

������ �
�� � 	��� �

��Poss���� �� � �� � ����� � ���� �� �� �������

1For example, in previous work some of the computations done on the graph’s constructed produced only approx-
imations to what we define formally here.
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Here, Poss��� �� means that the preconditions of action � hold in state �, and ���� is the state that
is the result of applying � to �.

In other words, the �-th outer boundary of �, ����� is a formula that is satisfied by a set of states
that are precisely �-actions away from a state satisfying �. The formula ����� is parameterized by
the free variables in �, for every instantiation of these variables, it will characterize a particular set
of states.

Every literal � also has an inner boundary. This is the set of situations satisfying � that also
have the property that they can be reached by a single action from a situation that falsifies �. They
can be characterized by the set

�� � � �� � � 	�� ���Poss��� ��� � �� �� �� � � � �������

Note that once we have achieved � it might be possible to execute other actions that do not
affect � and thus reach states that remain in ����� but leave �’s inner boundary. (That is, these
actions might move us to states that have no incoming action from a state not already satisfying �.)

We can characterize inner boundaries in terms of outer boundaries. In particular, the above
inner boundary is also characterized by the set:

�� � � �� ����� � Poss��� ��� � �� �� ����� � � � �������

Here we have simply used the observation that since �� is one action away from a state satisfying
�, and yet does not satisfy it itself, it must be in �����.

Like the outer boundaries we can generalize this to define �-th inner boundaries

Definition 2.2 Given a literal � containing some free variables and an (any) instantiation � for
these variables, we define the inner boundaries of � as the formulas characterized by the following
sets:

� �� 
���� � � � �� � ��� �� �� ����� � 	�� �
��Poss��� ��� � � � ����� � �� �� ������

...

� �� 
 ���� � � � �� � ��� �� �� ����� � 	�� �
��Poss��� ��� � � � ����� � �� �� ��������

The inner boundaries of � specify conditions that are implied by the fact that we have just made
a transition into an outer boundary.

2.1 Complexity

It is immediately apparent that computing these boundary formulas is in general intractable. One
need only add a new literal 	, a new dummy action that creates 	 and has as preconditions all of
the goal atoms, and then the �-th outer boundary will characterize all initial states from which an
optimal plan has length �. Nevertheless, we have found that for many literals in many domains it
is in fact practical to compute these boundary sets.
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3 Domain Knowledge from Boundary Formulas

Say that we are faced with a planning problem with initial state 
 , and a goal containing the literal
�. Furthermore, say that 
 �� ����� (since the boundary formulas are mutually exclusive 
 there is
only one value of � for which this is true).2 Now we know that any plan must eventually visit states
characterized by the formulas �����, � � 
 � �, and 
����, � � 
 � �. A similar observation can be
made for every other literal in the goal state.

Note that a plan need not make non-decreasing progress towards any literal, as two literals
might interfere. In such cases it might be necessary to move further away from one literal in
order to achieve another literal. Nevertheless, eventually a correct plan must pass through every
boundary on its way to achieving each literal. It is this fact that can be exploited to generate useful
extra domain knowledge.

To demonstrate how this can be accomplished we utilize a very simple example: a modified
version of the briefcase domain. The actions in this domain are:

(def-operator (move-briefcase ?l1 ?l2) (def-operator (put-in ?x)
(pre (and (at briefcase ?l1) (pre (and (at briefcase ?loc)

(location ?l2) (at ?x ?loc)
(not (= ?l1 ?l2)))) (not (= briefcase ?x))

(add (at briefcase ?l2)) (not (in-briefcase ?x))))
(del (at briefcase ?l1))) (add (in-briefcase ?x))

(del (at ?x ?loc)))

(def-operator (take-out ?x ?loc)
(pre (and (in-briefcase ?x)

(at briefcase ?loc))
(add (at ?x ?loc))
(del (in-briefcase ?x))))

This domain is like the logistics world with a single truck (the briefcase) and no airplanes.
Notice that unlike the original briefcase world at and in for objects have been made mutually
exclusive. (This allows us to eliminate the quantified conditional effect required to move all objects
in the briefcase).3

The outer boundaries for each of the positive literals are:

� ���(location ?l)�  FALSE.

� (at ?x ?l) (?x �� briefcase)

1. ��  (in-briefcase ?x) � (at briefcase ?l)

2. ��  (location ?l)
� 	?li� ?li �� ?l � (at briefcase ?li) � (in-briefcase ?x)

2In standard planning problems � is complete, i.e., it contains an explicit list of all of the atomic formulas it
satisfies. This means that it is easy to test for any formula � whether or not � �� �, and we can determine the � such
that � �� �����.

3Although the conceptual notions are the same, our current computational techniques only work with STRIPS style
actions.
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3. ��  (location ?l)
� 	?li� ?li �� ?l � (at briefcase ?li)

� (at ?x ?li) � �(in-briefcase ?x)

4. ��  (location ?l)
� 	?li�?lj� (location ?li) � ?li �� ?l � ?lj �� ?li

� (at briefcase ?lj) � (at ?x ?li) � �(in-briefcase ?x)

5. ��  FALSE

� (at briefcase ?l)

1. ��  (location ?l) � 	?li� ?li �� ?l � (at briefcase ?li)

2. ��  FALSE

� (in-briefcase ?x)

1. ��  	?li� (at briefcase ?li) � (at ?x ?li) � ?x �� briefcase
� �(in-briefcase ?x)

2. ��  	?li�?lj� (location ?li) � ?li �� ?lj � (at briefcase ?lj)
� (at ?x ?li) � ?x �� briefcase � �(in-briefcase ?x)

3. ��  FALSE

It should be noted that these boundary formulas have been computed automatically by our imple-
mentation.

Below we give some examples of items of domain knowledge that can be computed from these
boundary formulas. Some of these items can already be handled by previous techniques. However,
what is interesting here is that all of these distinct pieces of information can be generated from the
same notion: simple reasoning about boundary crossings.

1. (location ?l) is a static predicate. It cannot be achieved by any action: there are no
states in its outer boundary.

2. The briefcase can only be moved to locations. In particular, any instantiation of (at briefcase ?l)
that does not hold in the initial state can only be achieved if we also have (location ?l)
in the initial state. This follows from the fact that (location ?l) is in the first outer
boundary of (at briefcase ?l).

3. For any ?x other than the briefcase, (at ?x ?l) can only be achieved if (a) the
instance is true in the initial state, (b) ?x is in the briefcase and the briefcase is initially
at ?l, or (c) ?l is a location. This follows from the first and second outer boundaries of
(at ?x ?l).
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4. In this domain every action has an inverse (given that every object starts off at a location).
Let � be any state in ����� for some ground literal �. Then for any action � executed in � to
produce �� we must have one of (1) �� �� �����, (2) �� �� �������, or (3) �� �� �������. That,
is every action can only affect the boundary by at most one. That we can only move forward
to �� � is immediate from our definition that states in � ���� require a minimum of � actions
to achieve �. That we can only move backwards to ������� follows from the fact that � has
an inverse that must reachieve �����, thus the state it moves to must be in � ������.

It is not difficult to categorize for every set ����� all actions into cases (1), (2) and (3) above
(our implementation already does this). In fact, a static (i.e., pre-plan time) table can be
build containing this information. This suggests the following search heuristic (related to
the approach taken by Bonet et at. [BLG97]).

(a) For every goal literal �, compute the � such that the initial state satisfies � ����. Store
these numbers in a distance array indexed by the goal literals.

(b) When an action is taken use the pre-computed table to determine for each goal literal
whether or not we have moved forward, backwards, or stayed the same. Update the
distance array by -1, 1, 0 accordingly.

(c) Use the sum of the distances as a heuristic.

Of course, this strategy will only work in invertible domains that also have the property that
the boundary sets are easily computable. Nevertheless, like the recent regressive approach
utilized by Bonet and Geffner, it has the advantage of not requiring a continual recomputation
of the heuristic.

5. In some domains certain actions will make it impossible to subsequently cross particular
boundaries. For example, an action might destroy a condition that can never be created
again. If this condition appears in a boundary of a literal, we will not be able to subsequently
cross that boundary.

In the schedule domain, e.g., some actions make an object hot and there is no action for
subsequently making it cool again. That the object is cool appears in the first boundary of
achieving a particular colour for an object (via a paint action). That is, the object must be
cool for it to be painted.

It is possible to detect these kinds of situations by examining the boundary formulas, and
thus one can construct a control rule that prohibits the planner from rendering a boundary
uncrossable until it has in fact crossed it, or from moving back across a boundary if that
boundary is now uncrossable.

For example, such an analysis would force the planner to paint an object before allowing it
to become hot, and would prohibit the planner from destroying the object’s colour if it the
object was hot.
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4 Current Status

The previous section outlined some of the information that one arrives at by thinking about bound-
aries. We currently are working on an implementation that is able to compute inner and outer
boundary sets given a specification of the domain’s operators. The briefcase example given in the
previous section was generated by our current implementation. The implementation is also able
to compute the boundaries for the rocket domain, and the first set of boundaries for the logistics
domain.

Once we have a reasonable mechanism for computing boundaries, we intend to investigate the
automation of some of reasoning contained in the examples given above. We are also interested in
extending our implementation to work with richer operator descriptions, as it is currently limited
to STRIPS operators.
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